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Abstract
Continuing work through 2020 and 2021 at and close to, Marston Mill, Spring Gardens, Frome is
reported here. This is the location of a metal detector find of a Roman/post-Roman throwing axe,
SOM-C39446, discovered in 2019.
The work here includes summaries of trenches 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 but does not include numbers 1
and 2, those immediately around the find location, as they were reported elsewhere. Trenches 3,
4 and 5 centred on a feature which turned out to be an industrial waste pit of probably 19th
Century date, probably from local iron working. Trench 6 covered a prominent bank just north of
the find spot and this produced 11th/12th Century pottery. Trench 7 was mis-placed, but came
down on hard standing. Full reports of these trenches will be given in a separate addendum to
this report, to be issued later.
Geophysics in neighbouring Millhayes added considerable extra context to earlier surveys, in
that it gave a clear indication of an earlier land layout, prior to the bank which was the subject of
trench 6. It may also have located a wooden posthole structure.
Geophysics just to the north-west in Eagles Mead demonstrated that the Mells River had at some
time taken a different path through the valley floor here, although it could not provide a date. It
was found that twin-probe resistance was the best method to establish other river channels.
The trenches have shown the current landscape arrangement to date from 11th/12th centuries and
modified later, a period too late to be relevant to the axe. However, the earlier landscape layout
detected by geophysics may well be relevant to the axe, and further investigations which will
involve excavation need to be done to establish any dating for this landscape. These aspects are
discussed in this document, after exposition of the data.
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Preface
This document continues the series on fieldwork at the find spot of the Frome Francisca, SOMC39446, a post-Roman throwing axe found by Mike McGuiness while metal detecting with
permission of Dr Robert Heath, the owner of Marston Mill, Frome.
This report covers much of the test pitting in Barn Close in 2020, but does not cover trenches 1
and 2, which are reported elsewhere by Robin Holley. Robin also had an oversight of these
trenches and his help and advice has been very useful. It also covers geophysical survey in
neighbouring Millhayes paddock and garden, and in Eagles Mead to the north-west.
Both the trenches and geophysics have informed the continuing discussion on the archaeological
context of the francisca.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Location
Marston Mill with Oldfield Hall are at the eastern end of Spring Gardens, to the north of Frome,
just above the confluence of the Mells Stream with the River Frome. The land slopes up to the
west, with the mill at approximately 60 m above Ordnance Datum (OD). The grid reference
(central) for the area is ST 771 498.
Outside the gardens of Marston Mill and Oldfield Hall to the south is Barn Close, a field of
approximately 4 ha. The field is kept under grass. Two footpaths cross this field, as does the
drive on its causeway. The latter is on a causeway some 1 m above field level and it bisects the
field into eastern and western portions. All trenches were in the western portion of Barn Close.
Millhayes is a separate property, which forms a bight out of the western portion of Barn Close. It
now comprises house with outbuildings, garden and paddock. It was a separate property by the
time of the tithe map in the 1840’s, and there is some documentary evidence that it may have
been separate by 1600. There were no buildings on it until after 1950. The paddock is contiguous
with Barn Close, separated by a bank and hedge on the north and east sides of the paddock.
There is a gate providing access between the two on the eastern side of the paddock. The
francisca was found in Barn Close, close to the gate.
Eagles Mead lies to the north and west of Marston Mill. It is separated from the northern portion
of Barn Close by a large mill leat, which probably dates from the eighteenth century. Here, the
Mells Stream lies in the middle of its valley. To the north, the ground rises gently. Eagles Mead
to the south forms the flood plain and is bounded on its south by the mill leat just described and
then a steep cliff face some 10 m high.
Eagles Mead is alluvial, whereas Barn Close and Millhayes sit on a terrace above that.
Figure 1.1 shows the general location, and figure 1.2 locates the places detailed in this report.

1.2 Dates
Trenching in Barn Close was carried out at various dates between June and October 2020.
Geophysical surveys in Millhayes and in Eagles Mead were carried out in August 2021.
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Figure 1.1. General Location

Figure 1.2. Immediate
area of Marston Mill
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1.3 Personnel
Trenching was undertaken by John Oswin and Gillian Vickery under the oversight of Robin
Holley for BACAS.
The geophysical survey described here was led by John Oswin, with assistance from Janet Pryke,
Rick Buettner, John Knapper, Terri Bell, Ian Perkins, Fiona Medland, Chris Higgs and Heather
Greenwood.

1.4 Purpose
The trenches had been started to recover the context of the francisca, but were extended to
ground-truth the previous geophysics. Only the gound-truth trenches (3 to 7) will be considered
here,
The geophysical survey in Millhayes was intended to extend the area covered by previous
surveys to provide broader coverage to the west.
The geophysical survey in Eagles Mead was a test exercise to see if there were earlier river
channels of the Mells Stream evident in the flood plain, and what instrument best detected any
paleochannels.

1.5 Background
BACAS had previously undertaken work including geophysics for the owner in his paddock to
the north of Barn Close in 2015, with inconclusive results.
In summer 2019, a metal-detector friend of the owner found an iron object buried about 0.5 m
down in Barn Close. It was identified as a post-Roman continental throwing axe (francisca) and
the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) was notified. In late August of that year, the main author
did a solo brief magnetometer survey in very poor conditions to establish any archaeological
context to the find and reported it (Oswin, 2019). A geophysics 20 m grid was also established
then and used to extend the survey to cover the whole field (Oswin, 2020, 2020a). The grid
details were lost during summer 2020, prior to the trenching, but were subsequently recovered so
that the trenches could only be compared with the geophysics retrospectively. In particular, the
northern point (labelled 1000, 1000) was on soil which was very stony immediately below the
surface, became overgrown in summer and was very close to a footpath, so it proved impossible
to maintain it, and thus the whole grid, without re-measuring.
3
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1.6 Scope of this report
One chapter in this report will report on the findings of trenches 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 only. Trenches 1
and 2 have been reported in a separate document (Holley, 2021).
Another chapter will add the results of the geophysical surveys in Millhayes to the results
already obtained for Marston Mill. It will not detail the surveys individually in the main text. The
trial surveys and results in Eagles Mead will also be discussed in the main text.
Full details of the Millhayes and Eagles Mead surveys are given individually in Appendix A.
The prior geophysics results for Barn Close and gridding details are given in Appendix B.
The trenches’ description and context sheet details will be provided in a supplementary
document, an addendum, rather than as an appendix to this. That will be issued at a later date.
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2

Methods

2.1 The trenches
At the time trenches 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were excavated, the grid set up across the field had been lost,
although it was possible to re-instate it and measure in locations relative to it (and the geophysics
data) after the trenches were complete. This means that locations had to be estimated at first. In
the case of trenches 3, 4 and 5, the location close to the causeway could be estimated from the
large magnetic anomaly and then it could be mapped out using the magnetic susceptibility meter
and a taped grid and taking measurements at 0.5 m intervals until readings changed significantly.
In the case of trench 6, this was across a bank, and location could also be related to trench 1.
In the case of trench 7, this was intended to investigate a possible wall and twin probe resistance
was used without gridding or logging to observe change in readings. In this case, the location
method was unfortunate as the highest readings turned out to be on ‘hard standing’ rather than on
the wall, so the target was missed.
In all cases, a trench 0.5 m wide was de-turfed by spade and the turves kept. The length of the
trench was adapted to capture the target feature, from 3.5 to 7 m in these cases. The top soil
(context 010) was removed by spade or trowel, as appropriate. Features below this were
excavated by trowel and given context numbers. Finds were related to the context numbers.
Section drawings were prepared, apart from trench 7.
The trenches were subsequently in-filled.

2.2 Geophysics
In both areas, Millhayes and Eagles Mead, 20 m square grids were laid out. The origin of the
Millhayes grid was set where the north-south inner fence met the main east-west fence separating
garden from paddock, aligned so that the grid posts sat just on the southern side of this fence.
The grid was continued to the west of the north-south fence to the western boundary of the
property. Grid squares were constructed south into the garden area and north into the paddocks.
In the case of Eagles Mead, the exact location of the grid was less important than the ability to
cover the north-south width of the field. At the time of survey, the meadow was in rampant
summer growth, with areas of shoulder-high stinging nettles. The grid was set out 2 squares (40
m) wide extending from as near the mill leat as possible, northwards towards an electricity pole
visible just across the river. Grid corners were then located by hand-held GPS. This was only
accurate to ± 2 m, but geophysics could be related to maps to acceptable accuracy.
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In both sites, twin-probe resistance, magnetometry and magnetic susceptibility were used to map
the areas. The magnetometer was the Bartington 601-2 dual gradiometer operating at 4 readings
per metre along lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per full grid square. The twin probe
resistance meter was one of the two new Frobisher TAR 3 devices kindly supplied by Bathscape.
This was set to give 2 readings per metre along lines 1 m apart, giving 800 readings per full grid
square. In both cases, grids were started in the south-west, heading north on the first traverse.
The magsus was a Bartington MS2, using a 200 mm coil, recently supplied by Bathscape. This
had no data logger, so the location of each reading was recorded in Ordnance Survey coordinates
to the nearest metre (five-figure readings) using a hand-held GPS device (accuracy ± 2 m) and
the data were plotted as a random XY plot against eastings and northings. Readings were taken
randomly at about 10 m intervals to give fair coverage.
The resistance meter and magnetometer were downloaded to new computers kindly supplied by
Bathscape. These were Windows 10 machines, but operating Windows XP in virtual mode. The
gradiometer data were in parallel lines, the resistance data in zig-zag lines. The data were
analysed using INSITE v3 (1994). This may be obsolete, but is found to be more graphic and
versatile than some more modern programs. Output plots could be overlaid on Google Earth
using Photoshop. Height data could be extracted where necessary using LiDAR (Environment
Agency download) analysed using QGIS.
Note that the individual magnetometer and resistance plots from Millhayes will only be shown
here in an appendix. In the results section, these will be shown appended to the existing
geophysics plots for the site as their greatest value was in extending the picture of the whole site.
The results from Eagles Mead will be shown as a complete entity, as their purpose differed rather
from those obtained in Millhayes.

6
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3

Result Summary – Trenches 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

3.1 General
Trenches 1 and 2, at the francisca find spot, are described in a separate document (Holley, 2021).
Trench 3 was initiated to determine the nature of a strong magnetic signal at a square space close
to the causeway, midway along its length (see figure B2). At the time of inception, the grid
layout on the field had been lost following the mowing of the meadow. The location of the first
trench was initially estimated, but subsequent gridded probing with magnetic susceptibility
showed it to be correctly located and enabled the position of trenches 4 and 5 to be set.
It proved possible after all the trench digging here had been reported to re-locate the original
grid, and then the test pits were plotted out on the grid. This is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Location of all trenches on original geophysics grid.
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Trench 6 was set across a prominent bank. Its position was later mapped on to the grid as shown
in figure 3.1. Trench 7 attempted to find the possible north-south building in the middle of Barn
Close, and twin-probe resistance (not logged, but just watching readings) was used to find a
localized high resistance point. However, this turned out to be an ambiguous measurement and
the highest readings that were found belonged to a separate feature, so there is still no ground
truth for that possible building.
It was noted that trenches 3 to 7 did not show the concentration of worked flints which had been
observed in trenches 1 and 2 and reported separately (Amadio, 2020).
This chapter will summarise the findings from trenches 3 to 7. Detailed description of each
trench will not be included in this document. That will be left to a separate addendum to this
document, which will be issued later.

3.2

Trenches 3, 4 and 5.

Trench 3 intercepted the northern edge of a pit of high magnetic disturbance. A trench 0.5 m
wide by 3.5 long was dug by hand (spade and trowel) demonstrated a very ashy fill which was
modern, probably nineteenth century. There were no diagnostic finds. The reason for the ash
burial could not be determined, but might be connected with the railway line just to the south.
The north-south line was continued and a second trench, Trench 4, was opened to mirror the first
on the southern side of the ash pit. The southern terminus of this was 14 m from the northern
terminus of trench 3. This had a similar fill, and a couple of pieces of ceramic were found on the
base of the pit, under the ash. These were similar to Verwood Pottery in style, and could have
dated between 1850 and 1950.
Trench 5 was similar in form to trenches 3 and 4 but dug out on the western edge of the pit, some
8.5 m south of the northern terminal, starting 5.5 m west and continuing west. The reason for this
is that an earlier geophysics survey had placed an electrical resistivity profile along this line and
had observed very high values just at the western edge of the pit, as shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Resistivity profile through pit from west. Pit starts at 6m, high values at 8 m, rock under causeway
from 10 m.
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The very high levels on the eastern base of the plot are caused by stone under the causeway. The
pit had a clear edge from 6 m. The high resistivity values at 8 m were thought to be possibly a
structure. These had also showed in normal plan resistance.
Trench 5 showed that this was in fact caused by a lens of much more sandy fill on this edge of
the pit, although this lens was still very dark in colour.
The conclusion of these trench excavations is that some time in the late Nineteenth or early
Twentieth Century, a pit was spade-dug into the sub-soil here and filled with industrial burnt
waste and ash, in a number of separate tipping operations. This is interesting Industrial
Archaeology, but need not be considered further in the story of the francisca.

3.3 Trench 6
Trench 6 was dug across the east-west bank, 20 m to the north of the find spot, some 6 m further
east than the find spot. A half-metre wide trench was dug 5.5 m in total length, straddling the
bank. The bank itself was visible as compacted soil with a firmer surface. Its southern side
appeared to have been revetted. To the north, the bank had slumped, with possible post holes
beyond that.
Pieces of the pottery were found on the top surface of the original bank and also amongst the
revetting. These are shown in figure 3.3. These appear to be C11/12th in date.

Figure 3.3. Mediaeval pottery the east-west bank and in the revetting. Trench 6.
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The location of the pottery finds suggests that the bank and the southern revetment were of
mediaeval date, possibly 11th/12th Century. The possible post holes to the north may also date
from then but evidence was insufficient. Understanding the bank better would require a wider
trench to see rather more of its construction and to investigate the possible post hole line
sufficiently to confirm or deny it.

Trench 7.
Trennch 7 was inserted well to the east of Trench 6, and approximately 20 m south of the bank
alignment. It was inserted before the grid was re-established. It was an attempt to locate a wall of
the possible building shown in the twin-probe resistance plot (figure B3).
The resistance meter was operated, but without logging results, in the vicinity of the building
location, looking to find the highest reading from east to west and north to south to try to find a
junction between two walls. Unfortunately, this method failed as the highest readings occurred to
the east of the building line.
Trench 7 was 0.5 by 0.5 m. in area. Below 15 cm of top soil, it came down on a compacted
pebbly layer of at least 15 cm thickness. This appeared to correspond to an area of generally high
but featureless resistance results. This was devoid of finds. This would appear to represent some
form of hard standing or working surface. A sondage was dug into it. Some large watersmoothed stones were noticeable amongst the stony layer, and may have been used to infill
noticeably wetter patches within the trench before laying the surface. This shown in figure 3.4.

Fig 3.4. Trench 7 showing the pebbly surface to top.
The western section was excavated further, large
smooth stones were noted in perceivably wetter
patches beneath the surface. Photo by G. Vickery
20.10.2020.
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4

Results – Geophysics

4.1 Millhayes
Figure 4.1 shows the combined magnetometry for Millhayes and all areas of Marston Mill. Note
that the Millhayes area is split into three sections as it was fenced into separate paddocks and
garden, with iron wire along the wooden fences. The ‘bloom’ on the eastern side is caused by
proximity to a building with much metal. Note that the western portion is on ground rising to the
west. This follows the slope in the area to the north.

Figure 4.1. Magnetometer plot for all Marston Mill and Millhayes. Millhayes is on the left, and sub-divided
into three. North to top.

There are two important features, both in the north-eastern portion of Millhayes. Firstly, a ditch
line can be seen joining lines in the northern and main portions of Barn Close in Marston Mill
grounds. This completes the western portion of a straight-sided multi-angular enclosure which
takes in the main portion of Marston Mill. A line continuing south-east from the hedge is more
likely a modern drainage cut. The principal sides are aligned NE-SW, then NW-SE (through
Millhayes), then E, and probably the N towards the eastern side of the field. This line is
intersected by a modern ditch before heading into the garden.
11
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This enclosure also appears to be sub-divided by a less well defined ditch heading WSW-ENE
towards the northern end of the causeway. The axe was found near the western end of this line.
The linking portion in Millhayes is important as this is the local high point, with the ditch line
sloping gently to the south and more steeply to the north, down towards the river plain. There are
no ditches flowing into it from the higher ground to the west, so its main purpose was not
drainage, but as a boundary.
Just to the west of this, there are two parallel lines of small features, probably post-holes. These
suggest a wooden structure just outside the ‘Marston Mill’ enclosure. Note that these form the
same alignment as a similar, but larger post-hole arrangement at the other end of the WSW-ENE
ditch, near the northern end of the causeway.
Just to the west of these, is a possible circular feature, some 10 m in diameter, but its northern
part is obscured by the hedgeline and it cannot be regarded as a definite feature.
The magnetic susceptibility plot showed only two small patches of high surface magnetism, one
near the ‘posthole structure, but right in the hedge, so could have been modern deposit; one on
the western portion, on the edge of the slope, which most likely is also modern deposit. The data
contributed to the overall magnetic susceptibility plot but could not help to identify extra features
within Millhayes.
The resistance plot for the whole area is shown in figure 4.2 overleaf. Note that the grid borders
were set along fences, so this plot was uninterrupted as the iron did not affect the measurement.
The principal feature of note is the series of east-west lines which extend across much of
Millhayes, although not the western portion where the ground starts to rise. The lines particularly
in the southern portion of Millhayes do seem to connect through into Barn Close to form one
large area of east-west ploughing. Critically, the lines in the northern portion do not extend into
Barn Close, suggesting that this area, where the axe was found, had been separated off as a
paddock before the ploughing was started.
Unfortunately, the ditch line runs so close to the hedge between the properties, it is not possible
to be sure where the ploughing ends, but it is probably at the hedgeline, not the ditch. The hedge
sits on a slight bank which connects to an east-west bank which underlies the northern hedge of
Millhayes and continues east as a prominent bank in Marston Mill. It most probably stops in the
paddock and possibly turns there.
On the western slopes, there are signs of a stone boundary curving round, then running due north
under the hedge into Marston Mill before curving round along the northern edge of the plot. This
shows as a slight embankment at the north. This seems to suggest that the high ground was at
some time part of a separate block of land. Note however, that the land descends into a steep
gulley just beyond the western boundary of Marston Mill. This stream-cut gulley would form a
more natural property boundary.
12
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Figure 4.2. Resistance plot for all Marston Mill and Millhayes. Millhayes is on the left. North to top.

Note that the individual plots for Millhayes will be given for the various methods in Appendix A.
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4.2

Eagles Mead

The exercise done on Eagles Mead was separate to that which increased coverage of the
landscape around Marston Mill. Its purpose was to test the sensitivity of the river flood plain to
geophysics techniques, and in particular to look for former river channels.
It is almost certain that the river once flowed along the southern edge of the flood plain, close to
the path of the large leat built in the eighteenth century, as the hillside to the south of it rises in a
cliff face. However, this could have been in Geological time, some millions of years ago. The
purpose was to determine what other river paleochannels could be detected.
At the time of the exercise, the field was heavily overgrown with summer vegetation, with stands
of stinging nettles to shoulder height in places. It was possible to place a transect across the field
from leat to current river edge from approximately ST 7579 6982 to ST 7577 6989 and extending
20 m either side. The area was surveyed using magnetometer, magnetic susceptibility and
resistance in order to see which provided the best indicator.
Figure 4.3 shows the magnetometer plot. North is 20 ° east of grid north. The plot is 40 m wide.

Figure 4.3. Eagles Mead magnetometer plot. True north is
20 ° east of grid north. Width 40 m, length 75 – 80 m.
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There are a number of east – west lines across the plot, but none of them show a coherent pattern
which could be expected of an east-west channel.
Figure 4.4 shows the magnetic susceptibility plot. Note that this is plotted in Ordnance Survey
coordinates, with true north to the top. This is from the nature of location recording for this type
of measurement.

Figure 4.4. Eagles Mead. Magnetic Susceptibility. Truncated Ordnance Survey grid.

There is no unique indication of a river paleochannel crossing from west to east. One might
expect a channel could enter at 750, 870 or 760, 850 and exiting at 790, 880 but there is not
sufficiently good evidence from only this plot.
Figure 4.5 shows the resistance plot.

15
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Figure 4.5. Eagles Mead. Resistance plot. True north
20 ° east of top. Width 40 m, length 75 – 80 m.

This plot shows a strong distinction in resistance from about 85 m north on the west (left)
running diagonally to 30 m north on the east, strongly suggesting a former channel. There is also
possibly a smaller channel running due east (grid) from 85 m north (also marked by a slight
depression in the field). There may also be a channel near the southern end of the plot.

The resistance plot is quite ‘blotchy’. The weather was dry at the time but the summer had
generally been wet, so the ground was not excessively dry, and the wetter channels showed up
relatively clearly. Based on this, resistance would seem to be the best method here for searching
for paleochannels.

16
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5

Discussion

Trenches 3, 4 and 5 have established the presence of a tip of modern burnt debris. It has not been
possible to ascertain its exact date of use and purpose, and although this is relevant for industrial
archaeology in Frome, it can be discounted from any discussions related to the Roman or
Mediaeval landscape here.
The geophysical survey in Eagles Mead has demonstrated that there have been paleochannels of
the Mells river here and that they can be detected, but the method cannot provide dates for their
existence. As a cliff face rises to the south of the Mill Stream along the southern edge of the
field, it is likely that the river flowed all across to the valley floor at different times. At the period
of interest to this study, the river valley offered a routeway to the west and to the south-west
from the (Bristol) Avon and further eastwards, although exact tracks across the river plane
cannot be observed.

Figure 5.1. Lidar plot for Marston Mill. Contours at 0.5 m (light blue), 1 m (blue), 5 m (orange). Enclosure
shown in yellow dotted outline. Paddock area to north circled in red. Star shows find spot. North to top.

With that broader context established, it is now possible to consider the axe further in its local
context of the find location. The axe was found within a banked enclosure some 80 m east-west
by 40 m north-south. The northern bound of this enclosure is a bank, sectioned by trench 6.
17
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There appears to be some form of northern extension to this within the paddock close to the
current mill. However, earthworks here have been confused by a hedge and bank planted in the
20th century. Figure 5.1 shows the LiDAR plot for this.

The eastern bound is a low bank, just before the causeway. The southern bound is a very low
bank next to a shallow depression and the western bank is now the hedge bank between
Millhayes (east) and Barn Close. Study of the Tithe Map (Somerset HER) shows Millhayes to be
cut out of Barn Close and documentation from 1600 (Heath, 2020) suggests that that separation
had already occurred by then.
The resistance plot (figure 4.2) shows east-west plough lines to the west (in Millhayes) and in the
southern portion of Barn Close, suggesting that the area where the axe was found was already
separated out before ploughing. Within this enclosure, there is a long, narrow structure which
may be a building. This is set north-south across the banked enclosure. It is a pity that trench 7
was placed badly, as it was intended to examine this structure. However, it seemed to find a hard
surface, which could be a working surface associated with the building.
Note also that the plough lines in Millhayes run over a ditch in the far north-east corner of
Millhayes so the ploughing is later than this. The ditch is most easily visible in magnetometry
(figure 4.1) but is also visible by its lightness in figure 4.2. Just to the north, this ditch does a
sharp bend to the east. It appears to be part of a series of ditches forming a wedge-shaped
territory across Barn Close. The hedge bank between Millhayes and Barn Close also runs over
the top of that ditch, suggesting the ditch is earlier.
The ditch is at its highest elevation in the corner of Millhayes, falling away in both directions
back into Barn Close. There are no feeds into it from higher up the slope, so it is a boundary
ditch, not a drainage ditch. This suggests that the rectangular enclosure, which may possibly be
11th/12th century from the pottery finds in trench 6, overlays an enclosure from an earlier
landscape. This may be much more relevant to the axe.
Just to the south-west of the ditch in Millhayes is a rectangular set of post holes, possibly a
building which could be post-Roman. It is on the opposite side of the boundary from the axe
location and parallel to it. There is a similar but larger post hole setting on a similar axis to the
north-east, on the northern edge of Barn Close, next to the barn by the drive causeway. This,
however, corresponds to the ‘confused’ area of the bank mentioned earlier.
Note that the plough lines in Millhayes line up with those in the southern portion of Barn Close,
and are taken to be part of the same field. The 1947 aerial photograph (Somerset HER) shows no
signs of ploughing, suggesting these do not date from the last war. Although there are plough
marks in the eastern portion of Millhayes, these stop at the point where the hill slope starts to
climb out of the terrace. There are slight signs of a bank here and to the north in the western arm
of Barn Close, which could suggest this was a separate territory.
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An interpretation plan is given in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Interpretation of sets of features observed at Marston Mill, overlaid on magnetometry and
resistance plots. Yellow star marks find spot. North to top.

Note that in figure 5.2, resistance plot shows as red, magnetometry as green. The find spot is
shown as a yellow star. Interpreted features are colour coded as follows:Yellow-brown lines:

east-west plough lines.

Grey lines:

Possibly 11th/12th century (dotted lines may also be part of this)

Blue rectangle:

North-south building, date not known.

Brown lines:

Earlier enclosure boundaries.

Pecked pink rectangles:

Possible timber post buildings.

Dotted green line:

Possible separate enclosure on hill slope to west.
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6

Comment and conclusions

Within the interpretation suggested in Section 5, the axe location could lie in either of the
enclosure systems. The later system is currently linked to 11th/12th century pottery. This is much
too late for the axe, although there is no reason for it not to be a residual item. The date of the
north-south structure may be critical in establishing a date sequence. It is also necessary to
ascertain dating for the earlier boundary ditches.
If axes of this type are generally taken to be late Roman/post Roman only in date, there is
currently no immediate context to locate the axe and it would be a stray find. A late Roman
copper alloy coin and a few pieces of Roman pottery have been found within the field but not in
any secure context, so these can add no help in narrowing the date and method of deposition of
the axe.
A report on the excavations of trenches 1 and 2 (where the axe was found) did not discover any
further useable dating evidence (Holley, 2021). It did confirm absence of a burial anywhere near
the axe. Extensions to join the two test pits into a larger area are planned for 2022.
There are certainly a number of late Roman sites known within ten kilometres of this site,
although there has been little modern excavation to give these good context. However, we note
that the find spot is beside a good route way towards the west and south-west.
Apart from a possible example at Hardown Hill by the South Coast in West Dorset, this is the
furthest west of the axes known of this type. An axe of similar date range but very different form
was found at South Cadbury Hillfort to the south-west.
The deposition of the axe remains enigmatic but the geophysics surveys described here have
added to the understanding of the local landscape.
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Appendix A Technical details of Geophysics
A1

Millhayes grid and results

Three wooden fences with added iron wire cross the top end of Millhaves. It was decided that the
origin was best placed at the meeting point of the three, with the grid constructed along the
eastward fence heading to Barn Close. The northward fence was at a good right angle, so could
comprise more grid edges. The magnetometer had to leave large gaps up to the fences because of
the iron inclusions. The resistance meter could go right up to the fence and provide complete
grids. No attempt was made to use the Barn Close grid as use of these fence lines was much
easier for taking measurements. The grid origin where the fences meet is shown in figure A1.

Figure A1. Origin for the Millhayes grid is
the bamboo just by the right hand post. The
line of the grid continued east along the
south of the fence line beyond. The gate into
Barn Close can be seen in the background.
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The order of grids for magnetometry can be seen in figure A2. The plot is shown in figure A3.
Note that the far south-east grid square (bottom right) is badly disrupted by the proximity of a
large metal building.

Figure A2. Millhayes. Magnetometry grid. North to top.

Figure A3. Millhayes, magnetometry.

Note that these were 20 m grid squares, surveyed using a Bartington 601-2, with lines 1 m apart,
readings at 0.25 m along lines. Initial traverse heading north from 1 m east of south-west corner.
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The grid for resistance measurements is shown in figure A4 and the results in figure A5.

Figure A4. Millhayes, twin-probe resistance, grid sequence. Some grids were discarded and repeated with
new numbers.

Figure A5. Millhayes, twin-probe resistance plot.

Note that these were 20 m grid squares, surveyed using a Frobisher TAR3, with lines 1 m apart,
readings at 0.5 m along lines. Initial traverse heading north from 1 m east of south-west corner.
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Figure A7 shows the measurement points for magnetic susceptibility, as measured using handheld GPS to nominal ± 2 m accuracy. Those for Millhayes are shown as light blue triangles.
Reading locations are shown in dark blue or red (from two sequences of measurements). The line
of the causeway is shown as black.

Figure A6. Magnetic Susceptibility measurement points, for Millhayes and Barn Close, using hand-held GPS
meter. Note that the zero point corresponds to an easting of ST 77000, northing 49700.

The full plot for magnetic susceptibility is shown as a colour band contour plot in figure A7.
Millhayes did not show any extra significant targets. The most intense area of readings is the
industrial waste pit investigated by trenches 3, 4 and 5.
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Figure A7. Magnetic susceptibility contour plot for Millhayes and Barn Close combined. The origin (0)
represents ST 77000 49700.

A2

Eagles Mead

The area of Eagles Mead investigated was well to the west of Marston Mill and so measurements
are not contiguous with any reported so far. This was because the mead was surveyed in high
summer, with impassible clumps of tall nettles scattered across it. The area chosen was at a point
where a north-south transect 40 m wide could be obtained from the Mill Leet in the south to the
Mells River in the north.

The survey had a separate purpose from that on the rest of Marston Mill. This was to test the
three methods available in their ability to detect paleochannels of the river. This has been
discussed in the main body of the text, so this appendix will limit itself to measurement locations
and grid sequences.

Figure A8 shows the magnetometry grids, figure A9 shows the resistance grids, figure A10
shows the magnetic susceptibility measurement points and grid corners.
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Figure A8. Magnetometry grid sequence for
Eagles Mead. North to top.

Figure A9. Resistance grid sequence for
Eagles Mead. North to top.
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Figure A10. Magnetic susceptibility measurement points (purple) and grid corner posts (blue) for Eagles
Mead measurements, using hand-held GPS. Origin represents ST76720 49810.
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Appendix B. prior Barn Close Geophysics.
This is to show the magnetometry and resistance plots completed for Barn Close by March 2020.
This is shown in the main text but with geophysics results added from the paddock and from
Millhayes. Also included are the measurements which enable the geophysics grid to be reset.
Figure B1 shows the sketch made by which the grid can be re-instated. The first point chosen
was the northern of the two crosses. This was ideal for the first survey but turned out to be an
unfortunate choice for long term use. Although it was off the area of cut grass, it proved
impossible to drive a cane in far enough to stay upright. It was also right next to a footpath so
easily disturbed. This northern cane is point 1000, 1000 in figure 3.1.

Figure B1. Sketch plan to reconstruct geophysics grid. Crosses represent canes. North to top.

The southern of the two grid canes could be established by triangulation from the trunk of the
tree on the bank just where the hedge with Millhayes turns from north to west, and from the top
hinge of the gate post at the south end of the gate between Barn Close and Millhayes. The two
canes are 20 m apart, so the northern post can be triangulated from the southern. Continuing the
grid line north beyond the northern cane for 55 m, a red peg can be found providing the
vegetation is not too high.
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Figure B2 shows the magnetometry plot for all of Barn Close. The white, unsurveyed line is the
line of the causeway to Marston Mill. About half way along its western side, a rectangular
feature of very high response can be seen. This is the modern pit which was investigated by
trenches 3, 4 and 5. The dark east-west line some 20 m north of the find location is the line of
bank and ditch investigated by trench 6.

Figure B2. Magnetometry for all of Barn Close. Approximate location of the axe is shown by the red arrow.
The pit that was the strong anomaly can be seen midway along the causeway (unsurveyed blank portion).

Note that the survey on both halves of the field maintained the same 20 m grid alignment, so the
two halves are accurately aligned.
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Figure B3 shows the twin-probe resistance plot for all of Barn Close. This used the same grid as
the magnetometry, so the two can be overlaid.

Figure B3. Resistance survey for the whole of Barn Close. The blue arrow indicates the approximate location
of the axe. The unsurveyed portion in the middle is the line of the causeway.

Note that the modern pit shown clearly in magnetometry is not creadily visible, although there
are small patches of high resistance visible in a low resistance background. About 35 m to the
east of the find location, a strong north-south line is possibly the east wall of a structure some
50m north-south and 15 m east-west. Trench 7 had hoped to locate this but was placed too far to
the east amongst other high resistance signals. Many of the features in the eastern portion of the
field appeared to be modern. The line of the bank some 20 m north of the find location can be
seen. Trench 6 investigated this bank.
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